
Do you agree or disagree? People would meet many problems in
their daily life and they would solve them by themselves or from
the help of their families; the help from the government is not
necessary.
From my viewpoint these kinds of questions can have variable answers
becuase it depneds on people's personality and their situations and it is
obvious that people encounter diverse problems in various levels during
their life. Although people can cope with their problems, some reasons
persuade me to put forward that aiding aids from others will be practical
for them which I will explain with a couple of examples.

At the outset, some problems are bigger than which they can be solved
by individuals, so there is a storng organization to handle that those
issues like the government. For instance, financial problems or lack of
jobs for those who is graduated recently and is are not the wealthy
segment of society which means nowadays the economy economic
condition is tough for most of the people and this is one of the most
remarkable points which is growing and government should tend to it
because it is out of people's control.

Another striking point is that sometimes if every individual or family
wants to struggle with their own problems, the society becomes chaotic
and irregular. For example, if everyone wants to find the thief of their
personal belongings, the country will fall run into trouble.

Last but not least, it is a given fact that each person gains specific
experience during life, so by consulting/ consult with others we can use
their experiences to become familiar with several solutions whereby we
can solve our problems. For instance, if you want to invest in some
spheres/areas/fields, it will be beneficial when you getting get advice
from an eminent businessman.

To recap, the benefits of receiving helping from others to solving solve
our issues greatly outweight the disadvantages becuase because we
can learn from others' experiences, preserving preserve society
againstof chaotic chaos and also sometimes help people who are
inability unable to solve certain/some problems.


